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The rapid development of the mobile industry since the start of new millennium led to much 
more extensive usage of mobile devices than desktop computers. Fast-developing technol-
ogies of wireless networking led to the excessive need of a device, which can search any 
info on the web conveniently, be a decent communicational tool and be able to adapt to dif-
ferent needs of customers.  
 
The device which fully fulfils this need is a smartphone, which is being widely used today 
by the majority of the global population. In this thesis, the author digests the tools, which 
allows smartphones to work appropriately, give consumers a pleasuring experience while 
using them and run all the operations and data stored on them. These tools are mobile op-
erating systems – platforms, which allow all those things and even more. In this research, 
the author investigates the historical development of mobile operating systems, which put 
a mark in the history of the industry. By digesting three cases of Nokia, Blackberry and Mi-
crosoft, the author explains what were the selling points, that succeeded and managed to 
popularise each mobile operating system globally among consumers and gadget manufac-
turers and what were the reasons that caused their global downfall.   
 
A separate chapter of this research is dedicated to a survey regarding customer values 
and customer opinions about mobile devices and mobile operating systems. This part is 
concluded to analyse what are the key features customers thrive on, and what do they 
value the most about the software they use daily. In the last chapter, the author discusses 
recent events around mobile operating systems development. By concluding all previous 
chapters and giving a subjective look based on given facts for those events, the author in-
vites the reader to a discussion about the future of Mobile OS for the consumer market.  
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1 Introduction 

This chapter is the overview of contents where reader familiarises himself with key-topics 

and methods this research uses. 

1.1 Purpose of this research 

The purpose of this thesis is to try to analyse the current values of the different customers 

in the process of buying and using their gadgets. The aspect which I will be focusing upon 

is Mobile Operating Systems which are developing rapidly today and being one of the 

most crucial selling points for the customers worldwide. In this thesis, I aim to identify what 

are the values of using mobile operating systems for general customers and B2B enter-

prises which use them in their tech-gadgets.  

 

By using the case-study method of research, I will try to find significant milestones which 

changed mobile market numerous times and try to apply this knowledge to organise – 

what are the essential aspects of mobile operating systems for both companies and con-

sumers. I will gather primary data by asking consumers about their needs and opinions to-

wards their smartphone's operating system and experience they had. By using this data, I 

invite the reader to a discussion, which will focus on the significant trends for the future 

development of MOS's. The central question for this research is how customers per-

ceive Mobile Operating Systems? 

1.2 Aims and importance of the study 

This thesis will not focus on the technical aspect of Mobile Operating Systems, mentioning 

only specific technical terms, essential for understanding why the particular part of the op-

erating system was valuable for the customer or to understand the given topic. The princi-

pal aims of this thesis are to provide insights about how different platforms gained and lost 

consumer's trust; introduce the reader to concepts of customer-behaviour and Crackber-

ry's hierarchy of smartphone needs; explain, what will be the primary focus for software 

developers for the nearest future. 

 

The importance of this research is dictated by the current environment in IT-business filled 

with events which lead companies like Huawei to develop their own MOS, that are inde-

pendent of Google (Schroeder, 2019). Customers concern over the security of their data 

which is exposed to third-parties more than it has ever been (Kelly, 2019). Overall duopoly 

on the Mobile OS market and any possibilities of new companies entering the mobile op-

erating system market. 
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As any discussion on operating system "usability" and performance, this research can not 

be entirely objective as terms like design, value for money, the responsiveness of the soft-

ware," user-friendliness" and the others are subjective to each user with his own needs, 

wishes and especially scenarios of using MOSs. As arguments for specific operating sys-

tem failure or success, I will use secondary data such as market researches, sales sheets 

and customers feedback.  

1.3 Data collection & research methods  

This thesis is written based on a mixed method of research design. To examine what cre-

ates a value in the mobile operating system for consumers, I use a web-survey data col-

lection method. To digest how original equipment manufacturers like Nokia, Blackberry 

and others were using mobile operating systems, I use the case-study method. Mainly, 

this paper is using qualitative data to analyse the material provided. Additionally, only offi-

cial versions of the mentioned software acknowledged by their respective owners will be 

discussed. Therefore, any non-official releases of MOSs or modifications will not be men-

tioned (ex. Jailbroken IOS; custom firmware, developed by third-parties, various iterations 

of Android-based overlays such as MIUI, TouchWiz, ONE UI, ColorOS and others).  

1.4 Key-concepts 

App – Application – a program installed or pre-installed on PCs, smartphones and other 

devices that executes specific functions and performs user’s tasks (Goodwill Community 

Foundations, 2020). 

App distributor – a program, which allows software developers to distribute their applica-

tions to users, which they then can download on their devices (Peters, 2020). 

B2B – business-to-business – customer-seller relations between two corporate enti-

ties/businesses (Chen J. , 2020). 

B2C – business-to-consumer – a direct relationship between business selling products 

or services to individuals (Kenton, 2020). 

MOS – Mobile Operating System – an operating system which powers mobile devices 

like smartphones, feature phones and tablets (Viswanathan, 2020). 

OEM – Original equipment manufacturer - a company whose goods are used as com-

ponents in the products of another company, which then sells the finished product to the 

end-customer (Kagan, 2020). 

PC – Personal Computer – a computer, which can be used for multiple purposes by a 

single individual (George, 2020). 

PDA – Personal Digital Assistants – pre-smartphone era gadgets, small tablets with 

typically come with a stylus (Conrad, Misenar, & Feldman, 2010). 
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SDK – software development kit – a pack of instruments, guides and tools for software 

creation (Glas, 2020). 

Smartphone – a phone, which has computing features and the ability to connect to the 

internet (Computing Home, 2020). 

UI -  User Interface – a graphical interface, which the user interacts with to use the device 

(Android Developers, 2020). 

UX  - User experience – a reaction, emotion and reflection regarding using the product or 

service (Norman & Nielsen, 2020). 

1.5 Project plan 

The table below summarizes the whole project in one table and describe methods, with 

which given aims were achieved.  

 

Table 1. Project plan 

Project step  Aims Design Method of data collection 

Theoretical 
framework 

Understand basic 
concepts, around 
which all the other 
contents will re-
volve 

Gathering the 
secondary data  

Books. 
Articles. 
Magazines. 
 

Case-Study Explain why com-
panies succeeded 
and failed in work-
ing with consumers 
and OEM’s 

Research the 
timeline of the 
development of 
three given 
MOS 

Web-Archives. 
Public statistics.  
Reviews. 
Journalistic and professional 
opinions. 

Web-Survey Gather data on how 
consumers per-
ceive MOS  

Collect primary 
data 

Internet-questionnaire. 
Other surveys and research 
materials. 

Discussion Explain the data 
gathered before 
and identify trends 
in modern MOS de-
velopment  

Summarize the 
previous data, 
give a subjective 
opinion toward 
MOS develop-
ment for con-
sumers 

Previously given materials. 
Presentations. 
Educational videos. 
Public statistics. 

Reflection Describe the expe-
rience of writing 
this thesis and sug-
gest what could 
have been done 
differently 

Reflect and 
grade the whole 
project 

A critical assessment of the 
author on provided methods 
and given results. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

In this chapter, I define concepts which will be used further in this research and describe 

terms that are necessary for understanding customer's behaviour. By relating those terms 

to the Mobile OS market, I will try to identify the most applicable consumer-behaviour 

model.  

2.1 Mobile Operating System 

According to Avi Silberschatz and Peter Galvin, Operating System is a component which 

works as an intermediary between a user of a computer and the computer's hardware 

(Silberschatz & Galvin, 1994).  

 

Therefore, mobile operating systems are intermediaries between users and mobile hard-

ware. History of mobile operating systems and mobile computing started in 1984 with 

Psion Organizer, which was labelled as first Personal Digital Assistant. PDA's were the 

first devices which allowed internet connectivity, organising functions and included mobile 

operating systems. (Nosrati, Karimi, & Hasanvand, 2012)   

 

Later, cell phones and PDA's merged into smartphones – devices which combined feature 

of both mentioned devices. From PDA's and feature phones to smartphones – Mobile Op-

erating Systems played a vital part in this evolution of hardware and software.  

 

Today's dominant software developers are Apple and Google with their iOS and Android 

representing them in MOS market. Together, they fill more than 90 per cent of worldwide 

MOS market. (StatCounter, 2020)  

 

This dominance was established in May 2012 when both platforms overcame Symbian OS 

– MOS mainly used by the Nokia brand, which occupied more than half of MOS market in 

2006-2007 (Statista, 2013).  

 

To be fair, this system was not the only one who gained consumers’ trust and occasionally 

lost it. To further identify how consumers perceived MOS through the decade, I will give 

three most compelling examples which define how quickly customer behaviour can be 

changed by lack of useful software, poor management, and bad business planning. How-

ever, first, let us identify how customers buy products which use MOS and who exactly are 

these customers. 
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2.2 Customer-behaviour models 

According to Phillip Kotler and Gary Armstrong - customer buyer behaviour is the behav-

iour which refers to a selection of specific branded products or services which individuals 

and households are used to buy. There are four typical buying behaviour models which 

are applied in the practice of analysing customer behaviour. (Kotler, 2018, p.158-159) 

 

Complex buying behaviour is a type of behaviour customers inherent when they are 

planning essential purchases. The most generic examples of those kinds of purchases are 

expensive products like automobiles, houses, flats, land purchase. In this type of behav-

iour, customers are patiently checking every feature of the product they are buying, due to 

the expensiveness of the deal. (Adcock, Halborg, & Ross, 2001, p 82-84)  

 

Habitual buying behaviour is the behaviour type customers use in their day-to-day pur-

chases. Majority of the products we buy daily like food products, petrol, beverages, maga-

zines, drinks, are the result of habitual buying behaviour. Companies spend a tremendous 

amount of fortune on advertising brands of the products they sell to consumers in order to 

keep the image of the product in the buyer’s mind. (Adcock & al, 2001, p 82-84)  

 

An alternative to habitual buying behaviour is variety-seeking buying behaviour. This 

type of behaviour is adopted by customers, who are frequently in search of an alternative 

product to the one they bought earlier. This type of customers do not have brand prefer-

ences and buy products based on other aspects. A typical example of the product of vari-

ety-seeking behaviour is breakfast cereal, due to unlimited amount of flavours and brands 

which are currently available worldwide. (Adcock & al, 2001, p 82-84)  

 

The most applicable to the topic of this thesis is dissonance-reducing buying behav-

iour. This type of consumer behaviour model is used when a consumer is involved in the 

decision-making process of buying a product, which is represented by many brands and 

have justification system with which consumer decides – what product they want or need 

to buy. (Adcock & al, 2001, p 82-84) 

 

There are four significant aspects which they are focused upon: maximising decision ac-

curacy, keeping low-level of effort while deciding, keeping as less negative emotions as 

possible during the process and maximising the ease of justification (Kotler, 2018, p.174-

175). Figure 1 shows the distinctions between different customer-behaviour models, with 

various involvement scales and differences between brands. 
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Figure 1. 4 Models of Customer Behavior (Kotler, 2018, p.174-175) 

 

The argument for why dissonance-reducing buying behaviour is the most applicable to 

this research is a study performed in 2018 by Morning Consult where they asked more 

than 2000 respondents about the particular reasons, why they bought the smartphones 

they are using. Figure 2 shows that customers base their purchase decisions on aspects 

such as battery power, memory storage and camera quality. In this thesis, I want to 

understand what is the role of MOS in their buying decision. However, before that, let me 

divide the customer types MOS developers currently have. (Morning Consult, 2018) 

 

 

Figure 2. Morning Consult poll (Morning Consult, 2018) 
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2.3 Customer types 

To better understand the customer-behaviour model with smartphones, we traditionally 

agree that there are customers with very different needs. Fundamentally, Portable PC, 

PDA and communicator markets were divided between two large target-groups – enter-

prise users, who use the device mainly at work and for professional purposes and main-

stream customers, who use the device daily, in personal life. Today, these devices are all 

replaced with the smartphone, but these two large target groups of customers remain the 

same. 

 

There are B2B customers, as well - tech-manufacturers like Lenovo, LG, Nokia buy spe-

cific parts of their hardware from OEM's like Qualcomm and MediaTek, which produce 

processors, screen-panels like AMOLED-screens which are being made in large numbers 

by Samsung for their competitors and used in their gadgets (Duino, 2018). Just like hard-

ware, the software is also a vital part of any tech-product. 

 

At the beginning of the new millennium, there was only one large OEM which licensed 

MOS software to companies like Nokia, Siemens, Motorola - Symbian, which I will talk 

about in the case study. On the opposite side, there is proprietary software, which is de-

veloped by the company, which produces the primary product – a phone itself. An excel-

lent example of such a manufacturer would be Blackberry, which made software for their 

mobile phones.  

 

There are companies which decide not to license proprietary software like Apple, using it 

specifically on the devices, produced by them only. Another type of software is an open-

source soft, which is available for everyone and free of personal and commercial use.  

 

Android is a typical example of this kind of a platform, but still, all smartphone manufactur-

ers must pay 40 USD for every phone they sell with Google's Android (Brandom & 

Kastrenakes, 2018). Why must manufacturers pay for a free platform? The difference is 

between Android and Google's Android. 

 

The reason is a bundle of apps which come pre-installed with Google’s Android called 

Google app suite. This bundle includes applications such as Google Chrome, Play Store, 

Gmail, YouTube, and the other Google-produced applications used by millions of custom-

ers around the world. Without this license, Android can still be used commercially, but 

Google will not support it and more importantly – will not be verified by them. It means that 

many applications, which use Google's software framework, will not be available as well. 
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To explain better, imagine a user who wants to order a taxi and uses Uber to do it. On a 

Google-licensed smartphone, the process is easy and straightforward – the user just puts 

his geolocation, end-destination and waits for the taxi to arrive. The opposite happens 

when we talk about a non-verified Android phone. Uber application simply refuses to work 

without Google services pre-installed, as we can see in Figure 3. It is the reason why 

tech-companies must pay Google for their pack of applications and verification. Google 

apps for many customers is a must and a basic need which all Android developers fulfil 

today, except for one today.  

 

 

Figure 3. Uber not working without Google-services (Crubiogu, 2020) 

 

Now, how could licensed MOS be made attractive for indirect customers? How to promote 

an operating system as a selling point and make tech-companies pay for the exclusive 

software features? To analyse that, I had a thorough look at two licensed MOS's in the 

second chapter of this paper. In conclusion - to make an operating system a significant 

selling point for the direct customers, the company first should focus on how to spread 

and popularise MOS among OEM's. 
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As we can summarise, licensed Mobile OS is a part of both B2C and B2B. If B2C cus-

tomer-behaviour is relatively relatable for each user with his needs, B2B customer-behav-

ior is conceptually different.  

 

Since Google practically monopolised the licensed consumer MOS market, smartphone 

makers do not have any comparable alternatives today. Before the Android/IOS decade, 

in the 2000s, manufacturers could choose between three different large software-develop-

ers - Microsoft, Symbian, and Palm. (Gartner reports, 2019). 

 

Today, there is only one OS which could be used on any mobile device, since Apple re-

fuses to license its software, keeping all the manufacturing, and developing processes "in-

house".  

 

The secret to Android success lies in two key-aspects: distribution model and very cus-

tomisable software. As mentioned previously, manufacturers still have to pay for Google-

services installed on their devices.  Still, being an open-source project, Android provides 

an open-source software development kit which can be used by anyone, which is a bene-

ficial aspect for software developers and smartphone manufacturers.  

 

For example, to use a Windows CE software, which was the core-program for Windows 

Mobile OS, manufacturers had to pay almost one thousand USD to get an SDK and 3 to 

16 USD for a run-time license (Microsoft, 2003). Keep in mind that smartphones were not 

nearly as common as they are now, with Tablet PCs and PDA's occupying this niche. 

Also, consider the fact that they were innovative gadgets, which production costs were 

significantly higher compared to today’s costs.  

 

To continue, why one would decide to invent the wheel when there are a ton of ways to 

customise it? Android offers tremendous amounts of layouts, with sometimes exclusive 

features, developed by other than Google entities such as Samsung, Xiaomi, OnePlus, 

Meizu, HTC and other OEM's. Usually, they contain redesigned user-interface. Even if 

customers do not like these overlays, Android allows changing the user interface as they 

wish. Customers can make Android look like IOS by merely downloading a launcher 

through Google play store if they wish to. 
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By fulfilling different customer needs towards user experience customisation, gradual in-

troduction of innovative features, optimisation of OS performance and a large number of 

available apps, Android gave value for consumers. Rapid expansion and aggressive distri-

bution model which outlasted Microsoft, Blackberry, Palm, Nokia's developments, man-

aged to monopolise the market for B2B customers and mobile developers. Today, there is 

no real alternative for smartphone manufacturers in terms of software. 

 

2.4 CrackBerry Hierarchy of Smartphone Needs 

 

Figure 4. Crackberry’s Hierarchy of Smartphone Needs (Kevin, 2009) 

 

Kevin Crackberry introduced a hierarchy of smartphone needs, which is shown in Figure 

4, in 2009. He adapted Maslow's theory of human needs pyramid and transformed it into 

the comparative model for smartphones. He redesigned the steps of the hierarchy, by 

changing the variables and aspects, with relation to smartphones software and hardware. 

The first stage for any kind of smartphone is an ability to deliver stable connectivity, pro-

vide security for user's data and calls and be compatible with other devices such as Win-

dows PC or MacBook laptop (Kevin, 2009).  
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This is the first step of hierarchy because if the device does not meet this basic need of 

the customer – it will inevitably fail to deliver in all the other steps of hierarchy. It happens 

due to the dependency of other smartphone functions on the internet connection (Kevin, 

2009). 

 

The second step is the ability to provide a responsive user experience which will please 

customer by having a well-designed and responsive user interface. Better design of the 

mobile OS, faster response time of user's commands, slower battery draining while 

smartphone use – all of those aspects are related to the second step of hierarchy (Kevin, 

2009).  

 

The third step of the hierarchy is related to communications and productivity. This step re-

fers to smartphone's functions which provide user's organisational activities. E-Mails, 

Notes, web-browsers, document managers – everything that is related to the production 

capabilities of a smartphone (Kevin, 2009). 

 

The fourth step of the hierarchy describes features that makes smartphone an essential 

device, which replaces several other gadgets. Navigation, calculator, wallet with bank 

cards, camera – all the tools which before customers used to buy and use separately now 

replaced by a smartphone (Kevin, 2009).  

 

The fifth and final step of the hierarchy is a universal app for every occasion. If the user 

wants to buy something, he does through an app for a smartphone. If he wants to play 

games, watch a movie, listen to music through streaming-service – he does it through an 

app on a smartphone. (Kevin, 2009) 

 

Interestingly, the first two steps of the shown model are related to both hardware and soft-

ware of the smartphone. Other steps are more related to software optimisation, the core of 

Mobile OS and applications which are available for the platform. Depending on these as-

pects, customer's builds opinion towards the device which he uses. In conclusion, this 

model describes the importance of software part of any smartphone and most importantly 

– a Mobile Operating System. Today, customer cannot decide which OS he wants to use 

on his smartphone, contradictory to desktop OSs which could be installed on any laptop or 

PC. It mainly comes since smartphones come with a pre-installed OS which gets updated 

by the manufacturer or the developer. Consequently, MOS is one of the most significant 

comparative aspects for consumers in their buying decisions which will be proven by my 

research and consecutive analysis of three cases using this hierarchy model. 
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The particular choice of this model for my research is that it was one of the first compara-

tive models of Smartphone needs. There were several implications of the said model 

which came out after 2009, but ever since little has changed and just like Maslow hierar-

chy of needs, this model stays actual today. This model has been chosen for this research 

because it divides all the basic needs of the customer regarding MOS and gives a good 

understanding of what are the customers values about this aspect. Hierarchical structure 

allows us to digest which of these needs are the critical ones, which should be met in any 

case if you want to give the customer a pleasurable user experience. 

 

Nonetheless, this model does not cover all aspects of MOS. Notably, this model does not 

allude to such part of MOS like User Interface, MOS designs, customizability, eco-system 

of smart gadgets (collaborative functions of smartphones with laptops, tablets and PCs). 

Additionally, this model was created at a time, when IOS, Android, Windows Mo-

bile/Phone, Symbian, and Blackberry OS were still competing between each other, and 

there was a variety of platforms to choose from. Today, this model remains actual, but 

with much fewer platforms available to compare. It should be noted that the absolute ma-

jority of modern smartphones fulfil the first three steps of Crackberry's hierarchy, and the 

only comparative aspect is the last two steps. 
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3 Case-study research 

In this chapter, I will analyse three cases which heavily influenced today's MOS market. 

Symbian, as once the most popular mobile platform worldwide; Blackberry, as the busi-

ness-oriented platform with significant selling points on security and communicating and 

Windows Mobile/Phone as an example of giant enterprise failing to support their platform.  

3.1 Research-method 

This part of the research uses widely standard case-study design. The case study strat-

egy is the research method, which focuses on digesting of the given case and under-

standing the dynamics present in this case. The case-study method could involve multiple 

cases and even multiple levels of analysis. Collection of information in this method typi-

cally includes interviews, archives, articles, questionnaires and observations but are not 

limited to them. The objectives of the case-study method usually are to give a description, 

test the theory or even generate one. (Eisenhardt, 1989) 

 

In the case study, I focus mainly on the development of the MOS for the three companies 

mentioned above. In it, I focus on the software development aspects such as security, 

performance, app distribution and others. It means that I will not mention other reasons 

which could be more significant for failure or success of the products of said companies. 

This analysis will lead to understanding why these operating systems succeed and then 

systematically failed. The primary method for data collection is using web-archives, arti-

cles from IT-magazines, financial sheets and tech-journals. In the conclusion part, I will 

use Crackberry's model to define steps at which mentioned MOS's were underdeveloped 

or could not compete with Apple and Google. 

3.2 Symbian OS 

Symbian OS emerged from EPOC - the last developed OS made by Psion PLC – a com-

pany which designed the first PDAs in 1984, mentioned previously in this paper. After 

Psion failed to compete with its much bigger competitors, they joined Nokia, Ericsson, and 

Motorola in a joint venture. Eventually, EPOC was renamed as Symbian OS. After rallying 

to survive and get funded by these companies, Nokia bought the majority of shares and 

later, in 2008, purchased the entire stake, which consisted the control over Symbian OS. 

Nokia became a global-wide phenomenon on the phone market, though, it was not the 

only company which used Symbian as their primary MOS. Finnish company dominated its 

competitors and was leading phone-manufacturer brand at a time. Occupying 65 percent 
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of all Mobile Operating Systems back in 2007 - a year in which the first iPhone was pre-

sented - Symbian was the most used MOS in the world. Every second phone which was 

sold around the world had the Nokia logo on it and operated on Symbian OS. (Jowitt, 

2018) 

 

The most successful period of Symbian OS started at the beginning of 2000s and contin-

ued until 2007. There were many reasons why this MOS was so successful. One of the 

major ones would be that Symbian originally was a software alliance between Nokia, 

Sony, and Motorola created simply to compete with Microsoft – the biggest software de-

veloping company. (Jowitt, 2018) 

 

Paired with remarkable Nokia's hardware production capabilities – Symbian quickly out-

paced Microsoft and their Windows Mobile platform. Mobile manufacturers were able to 

customise their version of Symbian in any way they want, just like Android can be custom-

ised today. Additionally, Symbian was a intuitive platform, and even the person who never 

held a phone in his life could have understood how to use a Symbian phone. (Lein, 2012) 

 

The turning point for Nokia happened when Apple introduced the iPhone. At a time, Nokia 

owned more than 40 percent of the global phone market, which is more than any 

smartphone manufacturer holds today worldwide (Statista, 2013).  

 

Symbian was the most popular MOS, and in 2008, at 10th anniversary of the Symbian Lim-

ited, company announced an open-source version of their OS (Jowitt, 2018).  

 

This move would allow them to compete with Android, but the initial release happened 

only after two years after the announcement, in 2010. Consequently, Symbian entered an 

"open-source" competition much later than Android and Microsoft. Nokia was still focused 

on feature phones, which were still selling in large numbers. (Greengart, 2010)  

 

Genuine attempt to compete with Android and iOS on the smartphone market was Nokia 

N8 based on Symbian Anna – MOS explicitly designed for this smartphone. The image of 

Nokia N8 is shown on Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Nokia N8 (Nokia Museum, 2010) 

 

As Vlas Savov from The Verge stated, Nokia N8 looked like a flagship smartphone from 

the future. Design-wise Nokia N8 looked like iPhone 6, which was released four years af-

ter. Covered in aluminium with the best camera on the market – this smartphone looked 

like it came from the future. (Savov V. , 2014)  

 

The only problem with Nokia N8 was the software it was based on. Quoting Vlad Savov: 

 

− The N8 design was ready to go in early 2010 when it would have been among the first with 
720p video recording, but repeated delays of the new Symbian version pushed its release 
to September. The hardware was getting kneecapped by the software, which a Nokia em-
ployee told me at the time was being developed in separate silos that would not be inte-
grated into a single operating system until the final weeks before launch. (Savov V., 2014) 

  

Initially, the Nokia N8 was released with the newest version of Symbian. Customers were 

unhappy - the MOS, that was good on button-operated feature phones felt outdated and 

poorly optimised on the full touchscreen-based smartphone. Symbian was not delivering, 

as an OS, which came out at a time when using the internet on a smartphone was the 

customer's everyday need. Instead, it had many indicators that this OS is underdevel-

oped. On the long list of things, that touch-based Symbian was bad at are poor typing op-

timisation; outdated pre-installed web browser; misleading system indicators (i.e. battery 

indicator); user-interface which could not compete with any MOS at a time in providing 

good user experience. (Terence, 2010) 
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In the end, Nokia attempted to reclaim consumer's trust with Nokia N9, which was based 

on an entirely different platform – MeeGo. It solved the majority of problems created with 

Nokia N8, but users did not believe that the OS that did not have any significant number of 

third-party apps could compete with Android and iOS. (Terence, 2010) 

 

Symbian market share declined drastically in 6 years and reached 3 per cent in 2013 

(Statista, 2013). 

 

It was one of the most fast-paced market losses which happened to the mobile market. 

From 40 to 3 per cent in three years and essential losing of other smartphone manufactur-

ers, Symbian now lives on as an example of how quickly consumer behaviour can 

change. After accepting Symbian's failure, Nokia's smartphone business was bought by 

Microsoft, which believed that it would consolidate their success as a leading software de-

veloper in both desktop and mobile areas. 

 

3.3 Blackberry OS 

History of Blackberry OS starts with Research In Motion company and their famous pag-

ers (Blackberry 900 series) which allowed to send and receive text messages and had a 

basic pack of pre-installed data such as calendar, notepad and reminders list. It had a 

monochrome display and was popular among business and regular consumers for its sim-

plicity, easy-to-use technology and qwerty-keyboard the brand "Blackberry" will be famous 

for. Blackberry pagers marked their first versions of Blackberry OS. (Jowitt, 2017) 

 

The next version of their MOS was one of the most significant improvements with a large 

variety of new features and applications. The most significant change was that Blackberry 

OS 2.0 offered a PDA, instead of a pager. The screen got more prominent while remain-

ing monochrome. Blackberry OS 2.0 was the entry point for the PDA market and focused 

on business customers with a pre-installed package of apps which now included a fully-

functional web-browser. The third version of Blackberry OS did not have as many chances 

as the second one, adding only Java-based application support and mobile phone fea-

tures. (O'Boyle, 2020) 

 

 

Blackberry 4.0 offered multicolour-display support and offered a faster built-in web-

browser. This version stayed relevant for about four years being supported up until 2008. 

Mainly, it had design changes, adapted to colourful displays. The most significant upgrade 

of Blackberry OS since the second version were Blackberry 5.0 and 6.0. They provided 
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the user with reimagined user-interface and pack of social apps since now it did not focus 

only on the business segment. 

 

Blackberry remained one of the most fast-growing MOS's, reaching more than 13 million 

Blackberry smartphones shipments worldwide and becoming fourth-largest smartphone 

worldwide vendor (IDC, 2020).  

 

Initially, after reaching the highest sales point in 2011, RIM will decline its position in the 

following years and eventually will sell its Blackberry brand. To put simply – the main rea-

son for failure was the inability to change. 

 

The models which are shown in Figure 6 is possibly one of the most successful line-ups of 

Blackberry phones in history. The last smartphone in this series ran Blackberry 7.0, which 

added Radio, NFC-support, Wi-Fi hotspot feature and many other improvements. Never-

theless, most notably famous Blackberry OS 7.0 was for being the last version of the 

Blackberry OS, which were used in smartphones with the physical keyboards. The next 

version will be the last version of the Blackberry OS in general.  (Savov V. , 2016) 

 

The reasons are that happened are that RIM tried to do the impossible – they tried to keep 

their business segment of customers satisfied, by not removing the keyboard which co-

vers half of their smartphone and not changing the design in slightest. They missed a shot 

at appealing to new customers who were choosing Apple, Samsung, HTC devices over 

Blackberry. (Savov V. , 2016)  

 
 
Figure 6. Blackberry Bold series (Blackberries, 2012)  
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While developing 10th version of their OS, which were delayed several times due to com-

pany's overall poor management, they had to support current platform which at a time, 

significantly conceded to both Android and IOS. (Hicks, 2012) Galen Gruman, in his com-

parison of Android 4.0, IOS 5, Windows Phone 7,5 and Blackberry 7.0 concluded: 

 

− RIM orphaned existing BlackBerry users when its new models came out last summer and 
the company says these new models will not run the BlackBerry 10 OS expected late this 
year. Would-be Android and BlackBerry buyers thus should think twice. The other lowlights 
for application support are the BlackBerry's low app catalogue and generally clunky core 
apps. (Gruman, 2012) 

 

Fastly RIM started to lose customer's trust with their policy of not updating recent 

smartphones that they just released and delaying the BB OS 10 – the OS, that meant to 

change everything but came as last Blackberry OS in the history. There were three pri-

mary reasons why BB OS 10 did not save RIM but only doomed it. 

 

Firstly, their release of BB OS 10 happened in January 2013. By that time, Android al-

ready occupied more than 1/3 of the MOS market, and Apple took 25.85 per cent with 

IOS. Symbian OS still had 20.79 per cent combined. Only MOS that had a smaller market 

share than Blackberry was Microsoft Windows Phone. By the time, customers denied 

Blackberry branded smartphones; competitors had time and resources to occupy the mar-

ket. (StatCounter, 2020) 

 

The second reason would be the situation with Blackberry support of the platform. CNBC 

released an article in 2015, which they stated that RIM would leave their OS, instead of 

using Google Android as a desperate measure against dominant competitors. One of the 

primary reasons for that was user experience, which was significantly worse compared to 

IOS, Android and feeble support of third-party apps. (Kharpal, 2015)  

 

PCMag concluded that only 34 per cent of 102 most popular apps on Android and IOS 

had Blackberry equivalents (Segan, 2013). 

 

The third and final reason would be Blackberry policy on user's privacy and security. They 

introduced full device encryption and advanced app permissions management first, much 

earlier than Apple and Google did. Even in previous versions of BB OS, they always fo-

cused on strict regulation for app developers concerning user's privacy. Small user-base 

at the start did not help this situation at all, so, many developers ditched Blackberry OS as 

a platform. However, there was one thing, which Apple and Google capitalised on that 

Blackberry refused to do, and that thing was target advertising with data mining. (Crump, 

2020)  
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They refused to collect user data and sell it in the form of targeted ads like Google suc-

cessfully does it to this day, and they also refused to let anyone else do it while getting 30 

percent cut like Apple does through their strictly controlled App Store policies. By actually 

handling security in the right way for the consumer, they doomed themselves by not hav-

ing a stable source of income from their software possible advertisement income. (Crump, 

2020) 

 

In the end, to this day – the future of Blackberry phones remains unclear. The story of 

Blackberry OS, however, is straightforward. This platform lost consumer's trust because it 

focused only on one group of customers, realised too late that there is much more im-

mense growth potential, tried to manage several projects at the same time which led to a 

catastrophic decline from 15 per cent of whole MOS market in 2011 to 3 per cent in 2013. 

(StatCounter, 2020) 

3.4 Windows Mobile/Windows Phone 

Windows Mobile was made on Windows CE kernel and was named as Windows Pocket 

PC OS at first, made specifically for mobile devices and PDA's; it was released in April 

2000. Microsoft licensed Windows Mobile to tech-companies like Samsung, HTC, LG and 

even Palm and that made their business of growing their market shares a lot easier, con-

sidering that there were millions PDA's shipped with Windows Mobile on them. (Jowitt, 

2016) 

 

Windows Mobile reached its pick of popularity in 2004, reaching 23 per cent of worldwide 

smartphone sales with this MOS on them. At one point, there was a prediction of Windows 

Mobile completely consume Symbian and overtake it, being the dominant MOS on the 

market. On corporative market Windows Mobile was well-established and known but com-

peting against Blackberry and Nokia's Symbian was the turning point in which Windows 

Mobile lost to them. (Jowitt, 2016)  

 

It never achieved the heights that the desktop version of Windows did. By 2008 Windows 

Mobile was struggling to return to the numbers it had in 2004, having only 11 per cent of 

global MOS market (Chen B. X., 2009). Why the tech-giant failed to compete with compa-

nies which were much smaller in terms of financial, technological, and human resources?  
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Peter Hoddie – the CEO of Kinoma – company, which was responsible for developing mo-

bile media browser for Windows Mobile - stated that the primary reason for failure was an 

unoptimized and uninspiring pack of pre-installed apps which Windows Mobile was pack-

aged with. Especially the web-browser, which was the biggest problem for the majority of 

customers.  

 

− The sad part for Microsoft is that in terms of operating systems, they have a great one, and 
they had it long before anyone else did. Their first problem is the built-in apps are uninspir-
ing, so that sets a shallow bar for developers who are coming to the platform. (Chen B. X., 
2009) 

 

Another problem from his perspective was segmentation. It is also applicable to Android 

today but, segmentation at its core is the problem for both developers and consumers. 

When the user has one MOS that operates on countless numbers of devices with different 

hardware, the developer must adapt his apps to each model. As a result, if a developer 

did not adjust the particular application for the exact model, the consumer received an ap-

plication which did not work correctly, getting negative impression not only from the appli-

cation he tried to launch but overall, the device he used. So, when Apple had one MOS 

installed on millions of similar devices with similar hardware, developers had a much eas-

ier time to develop their apps for IOS instead of Windows Mobile. Not even mentioning 

that the customer base of Apple was rapidly growing when Microsoft's was falling. (Chen 

B. X., 2009) 

 

Eventually, when Google started to giveaway its Android OS for everyone to increase their 

market share – tech-brands started to drop WM as its primary platform. Microsoft needed 

a fresh start, something completely new that would appeal to not only corporative custom-

ers but to the mainstream audience as well. This start, or better to call it to restart, was 

Windows Phone – platform, which was introduced in 2010 and which mission was to re-

turn Microsoft as one of the leading MOS developers. (Jowitt, 2016)  

 

Windows Phone had all the aspects and signs of a competitive MOS. The redesigned 

user interface, massive support from the developer at first and brand support from Nokia, 

which smartphone business Microsoft acquired in 2013 (Kovach, 2013). With the introduc-

tion of iPhone and Android, MOS industry reached a turning point, similar to one that hap-

pened at the beginning of the decade when Nokia started developing feature phones on 

Symbian and companies shifted for creating PDA's and first smartphones. Android and 

IOS became two dominant forces which many companies tried to challenge. Firefox OS, 

Lineage OS, Tizen, Ubuntu Touch, Sailfish OS, Fire OS, just to name a few attempted to 

enter the market and failed. The most notable try at entering MOS market was Windows 
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phone which officially stopped being supported by Microsoft only a year ago but lost its 

positions much earlier. (Holt, 2019) 

 

Like Apple, Microsoft strictly controlled all the processes related to their Mobile OS. This 

means that they had very high requirements regarding hardware, which mobile manufac-

turers had to put in the smartphone. Then again, unlike Apple, Microsoft never produced 

its hardware. Those requirements made an appeal of Windows phone much lower, com-

pared to Android for OEM's. Nonetheless, back in 2008, when Microsoft was engineering 

Windows Phone, it was ahead of both Android and IOS in terms of user experience. Win-

dows Phone user-interface was both unique and innovative. It was one of the very first 

systems, which offered interactive app icons – blocks, with changing data which you can 

see on Figure 7. Customers could easily access the applications they wanted and see 

quick data, which was useful for their daily activities such as weather, to-do reminders, in-

teractive notifications, and other data. Additionally, the performance of the OS was much 

better – thanks to hardware which allowed swift interaction between different applications 

and overall speed of the MOS. (Dyck, 2019) 

 

 

Figure 7. Windows Phone 7 Home screen (Learmonth, 2010) 
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Due to high requirements for the hardware for Microsoft, smartphone manufacturers 

chose Android as their preferred platform. With much merciful control over the hardware, 

Google attracted the majority of mobile manufacturers. Microsoft was left with the right 

product, which no one wanted to use. The only company which Microsoft attracted to their 

newly developed platform was Nokia, thanks to the managerial change in their company. 

CEO of the company was ex-executive of Microsoft, who announced that Nokia would re-

place Symbian with Windows Phone as their central platform for smartphones. Why was 

Windows Phone adopted by Nokia, while other companies did not? The answer is the bil-

lions of USD Microsoft invested in Nokia, as the platform supporter. (Dyck, 2019)  

 

De-jure Nokia was paying 500 million USD as licensing fee for the Windows Phone (Tung, 

Nokia paying Microsoft €500m for using Windows Phone, 7). De-facto it received more 

than 250 million USD every quarter, which covered much more than licensing fee. Other 

companies which produced smartphones saw that as an unfair advantage and ultimately 

refused to develop their smartphones on Microsoft's platform. Why would any smartphone 

manufacturer pay a licensing fee and develop a smartphone with strict control over hard-

ware and lower popularity compared to Android and IOS, when Nokia did it for free, and 

Google offered much more flexibility? By 2013, Nokia stock price fell by 75 percent, which 

led to unpleased stakeholders threat of abandoning Microsoft's platform which will, in con-

clusion, resulted in 7,6 billion USD deal of Microsoft buying Nokia’s smartphone business. 

(Dyck, 2019) 

 

For direct customers, Windows Phone was also a flop. In one of the very first versions of 

the OS, there was no background app multitasking, Adobe Flash technology which 

YouTube worked at a time was not supported, applications for Windows Mobile were un-

supported, and there was not even copy/paste function for text. Some of these issues will 

be changed in the next iteration of the Windows Phone - 8.0, but there comes another 

reason for the customer is not to trust Microsoft. (Keating, 2010) 

 

Microsoft cut support for the owners of Windows Phone 7 smartphones and told them that 

they would not be able to update their devices to the next versions due to hardware limita-

tions. Instead, they would receive a trimmed version of the update, which was named 

Windows Phone 7.8. (Sullivan, 2012)  

 

One of the ex-engineers of Nokia revealed four key-reasons, why Windows Phone was 

not as appealing to customers, as other platforms were. The first reason is underestimat-

ing Google's open-source strategy and particularly undervaluing Google services such as 

YouTube, Gmail and others. (Tung, 2019)  
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The second reason is the attempt to combine both desktop and mobile user-interfaces on 

very different devices. I specifically relate to failed Windows 8 interface, which contained 

block-style "Windows Metro" user-interface that looked a lot like Windows Phone OS. Af-

ter the release of Windows 8, its negative feedback transferred to Windows Phone, which 

looked similar. (Tung, 2019) 

 

The third reason was the hatred of software developers towards Microsoft.  It was not 

mainly because of Windows Phone, but because of the overall Microsoft public image 

(Tung, 2019). A significant part of this negative image was coming from notorious Antitrust 

charges, which insured solidifying competition, forcing Microsoft not inflate prices on their 

products and monopolise the software market. (Beattie, 2020) 

 

To conclude, Nokia's ex-engineer said that customers already chose the OS they pre-

ferred and were not sold on the idea of adopting a platform, which did not have any exclu-

sive selling points (Tung, 2019). By 2015 the CEO of Microsoft - Satya Nadella admitted 

that Nokia's deal was a failure and laid off up to 7800 employees, which mainly were from 

phone segment of Microsoft business. (Fiegerman, 2015) 

 

All the mentioned cases lacked something from Crackberry's model. To better digest 

which features did not meet the needs of customers, let us review each stage and how 

successfully, Nokia, Blackberry and Microsoft passed it. 

 

The first stage of the hierarchy has been passed successfully by all companies. They 

managed to provide substantial connectivity, having a stable phone call and internet con-

nectivity. They were compatible with any PC and provided a substantial security measure 

towards customers data. It must be specially noted regarding Blackberry OS, which was 

one of the most secure platforms ever developed on the MOS market.  

 

The second stage of the hierarchy was daily usability and performance. It is the stage 

where the problem starts to show for Nokia's Symbian. As mentioned previously, user ex-

perience was lacking in ease of use and responsiveness of the user interface. Windows 

Mobile also lacked at this stage, but after the release of Windows Phone fully solved this 

problem as well. Blackberry's daily usability was more than satisfying, but with the under-

developed release of Blackberry 10, they went with the reliable and fast OS, too buggy 

and poorly optimised one. 
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The third stage is the key-point, where all mentioned companies starting to lose the com-

petition to Android and Apple. Mainly it relates to poor web-browsing experience com-

pared to Safari and many available browsers for Android. Working with documents on 

small screens which were common at the time, ranging from 3,5 to 4,7 inches, was not as 

comfortable as it is today. Still, only Microsoft managed to catch up to competitor's, while 

both Nokia and Blackberry abandoned their platforms.  

 

The fourth stage is considered with applications which come pre-installed with the phone. 

This need was satisfied by all developers, with the exception of Nokia. Even the pre-in-

stalled applications were slow to load, and UI used to design those apps was outdated.  

 

The fifth and final stage was probably one of the most important reasons why all men-

tioned platforms failed to compete with Apple and Google. It is also the reason why both 

of them solidified themselves as the only dominant Mobile OS manufacturers for mobile 

devices. Lack of third-party app support was among one of the most valid reasons why 

each Blackberry, Windows Phone and Symbian failed. Currently, Android has more than 

2,90 million available apps for all kinds of users. Apple's App Store has 1,85 million availa-

ble apps for iOS. (Clement, 2020) 

 

To compare these numbers, let us digest each app distribution channel. Blackberry World, 

which is official Blackberry's app store, had more than 120,000 available apps. 1/3 of 

those apps was developed by the same Vietnamese company - S4BB (Andreiko, 2013). 

 

Currently, Blackberry World is officially closed. Nokia Store had the same approximate 

number of available apps in 2012 for its Symbian phones (Nokia Developer Global 

Statistics, 2012). 

 

The most recent number for Windows Phone store is 669,000 apps available back in 2016 

(Protalinski, 2016). 

  

Let us try to compare the numbers from both Apple's App Store and Google's Play Store 

in 2012,2013 and 2016 in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Number of available apps from App Store and Play Store (Clement, 2020) 

App distributor 2012 2013 2016 

Apple App Store 452,974  715,364 1,975,112 

Google Play Store 700,000+ 1,000,000+ 2,600,000+ 
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As we can see, both Apple and Google were no match for these three companies in terms 

of fulfilling the fifth step of Crackberry’s pyramid. As said before, to provide pleasurable 

user experience, smartphone manufacturers have to fulfil every step of the pyramid gradu-

ally. Creating an attractive platform for developers is a complex process which these three 

companies could not manage. Figure 8 shows the same stages at which companies 

lacked, compared to Google and Apple.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Crackberry’s pyramid with mentioned companies (Crackberry, 2009) 

 

To summarise, there were two groundbreaking stages, in which Nokia, Blackberry and Mi-

crosoft lacked, in comparison to Apple and Google. The second and fifth stage of Crack-

berry model were the weakest parts of these mobile platforms. By providing better user 

experience on these stages, Apple and Google divided the MOS market and made any 

attempts to enter it close to impossible. 
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4 Web-Survey 

This chapter of the paper depicts the gathering of primary data by the survey, which has 

been created and designed to find insights regarding MOS usage by customers and value 

which they seek while using it. 

4.1 Objectives 

In the previous chapter, I used Crackberry's model to describe main issues with MOS's of 

the past and what was the reason behind their failure (Crackberry, 2009). To summarise 

everything mentioned in a previous chapter, we can outline three main issues that devel-

opers faced during the development of their OS – security, performance and app distribu-

tion of the operating system.  

 

Security was one of the major selling points of Blackberry OS, but it also led to the ab-

sence of income from the advertisement, which currently is based on customer's prefer-

ences and data of their interests. Apple's ad revenue, for example, could hit more than 11 

billion USD in the year by 2025 (Bell, 2018).  

 

Performance and OS stability was one of the weakest parts of Symbian OS. App distribu-

tion and third-party app support was a problem for all mentioned platforms. The central re-

search question for this research: what the customers’ values are during using differ-

ent mobile operating systems? 

 

Consequently, in order to identify current customer values towards buying a new gadget 

with MOS, I want to identify the following issues: 

1. How do customers perceive security for their mobile devices? 

2. What are the major selling points of MOS which are valuable for the customer? 

3. How valuable are third-party app support for the customers? 

4. What role does MOS play in customer's buying behaviour? 

5. Did customer ever change to another MOS, and what were the reasons for it? 

 

4.2 Methodology 

The method of conducting my research and gathering primary data is data collection 

through web-survey. In this method, I create a web-survey which is then sent to a collec-

tion of respondents who answer this survey and give me data for further analysation. 

There are several advantages and disadvantages to this type of data collection.  
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Typical advantages for the online surveys compared to traditional paper surveys are ac-

cess to unique populations, time and cost. Current technological advancements allow 

populations to be categorised by interests, hobbies, attitudes and beliefs. Same can be 

said when researchers are targeting the population of a specific country or even the city. 

That gives researchers a broader vision towards sensible topics, like data security. Many 

people might be hesitant to discuss face-to-face but give their opinion much more comfort-

able with the pre-made survey (Wright, 2017). 

 

In my research, I will target one country’s population without any specific interests towards 

IT or application development, describing respondent only from the customer's point-of-

view.  

 

Time is the second advantage of online surveys. Researchers are saving time by reaching 

out to hard-to-reach populations. There are many platforms today, which allow to create a 

survey and distribute it through various channels like e-mails, websites, group chats, so-

cial networks allowing researchers to receive data fast (Wright, 2017).  

 

Cost is another advantage, as well. Survey creation and distribution are significant money-

saving in terms of resources needed. Paper surveys are usually more expensive, even if 

the researcher describes a small sample of the population. Online surveys eliminate costs 

for paper, printing, postage, data entry (Wright, 2017). 

 

As any research method, web-based surveys contain disadvantages which are inherent in 

traditional surveys but have unique ones as well. The first and probably the most common 

disadvantage is the sampling problem. There could be small, sometimes none, infor-

mation regarding respondents' characteristics. Only information researchers get demo-

graphical data which also could be questioned as well. Once there are established e-mail 

list which survey will be sent to, there is no guarantee that multiple e-mails addressed do 

not belong to one person or one receiver of the survey will send multiple responses. Prob-

ability of sending the survey to inactive e-mails also has to be considered (Wright, 2017). 

 

Another issue of online survey is usually when someone receives such e-mail; they treat it 

as spam and consider this type of behaviour rude. It is one of the most common reasons 

for the low response rate through traditional e-mail channel of distribution. However, this 

issue is solved if the researcher uses a platform which does not require compiling e-mail 

data, sorting it out and distributing it through e-mail. (Wright, 2017)  
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In my research, I used the service, which exactly solves this problem by providing chosen 

demographics and respondents for my research.  

 

The service which I used while conducting this research is Zoho survey. This platform 

gives an advantage over others because it packs all the features that I needed on one 

web-service.  

 

Zoho Survey allows user to create several types of surveys with any kind of questions and 

answers, including dropdown questions, matrix choice, multiple-choice question and oth-

ers. User is also able to integrate the created survey into an e-mail, Facebook page or 

website. There is a feature to print a paper version of the survey as well to distribute it of-

fline. (Zoho Survey, 2020) 

 

A unique feature for many researchers and marketers is research panels which Zoho pro-

vides. It is paid feature that allows user to configure the target group for research by coun-

try, age, household income, marital status, primary education, employment status and in-

dustry sectors and then sends this survey directly to them for a response. (Zoho Survey, 

2020)   

 

Figure 9 shows the Zoho survey creation model with exact stages and steps towards the 

creation of my survey. 

 

 

Figure 9. Zoho Survey creation model with research panels (Zoho Survey, 2020) 

 

Creation of 
the survey

•Define objectives

•State the questions

•Design the survey

Choose 
participants

•Calculate needed number of respondents 

•Configure target groups

•Send the survey

Analyse 

•Receive the data 

•Analyse the validity of the data

•Analyse received primary data
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Zoho allocates responses by a summary of all respondents and each response. Summary 

of responses is shown in the form of graphs and diagrams, while an individual response is 

focused on when, how and who took the survey individually. Every individual response 

contains IP address which has been used to participate in the survey, time which has 

been taken to finish it. Individual responses are divided between partial and fully com-

pleted responses. It means that if the respondent stopped answering the survey at some 

point, it would keep track of questions which he answered. 

 

To understand – how certain vital aspects of MOS are and what aspects customers priori-

tise more than others, most survey questions use the Likert scale. Likert scale is a five-

point bipolar response which was developed in 1932 (Allen & Seaman, 2007).  

 

In my research, the Likert scale will be used to identify how certain statements are relata-

ble to customers opinion.  

 

An example of the typical case of Likert scale usage will be the answer to the question 

"How important is the number of available apps on MOS for the customer". There are sev-

eral pre-made answers which respondent could choose from. After choosing the option he 

relates to the most, he uses the Likert scale, which includes a range of opinions from 1 to 

5: from "Strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". There was always a "neutral" option in 

case respondent would not know how to answer. 

4.3 Results 

The survey was sent to customers from the Russian Federation.  

 

The rapidly growing smartphone market dictated this particular choice of the Russian mar-

ket. In 2019 alone, the mobile market grew by 12 percent, with the total amount of 

smartphone shipments reaching 34 million. Primary reasons for this growth were the 

country's stable economy, ongoing replacement of feature phones and increasing variety 

of budget smartphones. (Ahrens, 2020)  

 

126 respondents in total responded to this survey. Gender distribution consists of 58 

males and 61 females; 7 respondents preferred not to specify their gender. 89 of men-

tioned respondents used Android-based smartphones, while 42 respondents used 

iPhones. Age distribution goes as follows: 42,86 % of respondents are in age group of 18 

to 29; 29,37 % respondents are from 25 to 34; 19,05 % respondents are in the age group 

from 35 to 44; 6,35 % of respondents are in group of 45 to 54; 2,38 % are belong to 55-

75. Table 3 includes this data in compact format. 
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Table 3. Demographic variables   

 

Top-ranked features of the smartphones were brand, mobile operating system, camera, 

and design. The design was the most critical feature for 24,6 percent, MOS for 22,22 per-

cent, camera for 7,94 percent and brand for 17,46 percent. The least essential feature 

was durability, which was placed last for almost half of the customers, ranking as the least 

important for 42,86 percent. Table 4 ranks the smartphone features by importance; from 

the most important, to the least important. 

 

Table 4. Importance of smartphone features ranked   

Customers rankings towards smartphone features (respondents, who put the 

item in the top 3) 

Brand 56,35 % 

Design 53,17 % 

Camera 42,86 % 

Mobile Operating System 42,85 % 

Battery Life 33,34 % 

Hardware 30,95 % 

Price 23,81 % 

Durability 16,66 % 

 

More than 58 percent agreed that privacy is an essential part of the MOS. 66,66 percent 

answered that performance is essential as well. Particularly half of the respondents stated 

that customisation is crucial for them. Eco-System was important for 46,83 percent of re-

spondents. Lastly, the brand was important for 51,59 percent of respondents. Table 5 

ranks the MOS features; from the most important, to the least important.  

  

Age Gender Smartphone 

18-24 42,86 % Males 46,03 % Android 69,84 % 

25-34 29,37 % Females 48,41 % iPhone 31,75 % 

35-44 19,05 % Preferred 

not to say 

5,56 % Other 2,38 % 

45-54 6,35 % A number of all respondents combined. 

126 respondents 55-75 2,38 % 
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Table 5. MOS feature rankings  

 

Security issues were answered mainly by neutral opinions as well. 43.66 percent of re-

spondents were insured in their data safety. 39.68 percent agreed that their data was only 

partially secured. 38.89 percent did not believe in their data safety at all. Table 6 com-

presses all the opinions towards the security of the smartphones. 

 

Table 6. Opinions towards Security among customers 

 

Table 7 shows customer opinions on app distribution; number of available apps was a cru-

cial point for 32,54 percent of respondents. About 60 percent agreed that they had a typi-

cal pack of apps which they use daily. More than 31 percent of respondents used pre-in-

stalled applications and did not care about the number of available apps at all. Ta 

  

Opinion towards MOS feature importance (respondents who agreed or strongly 

agreed with the statement) 

Performance 66,66 % 

Privacy  58,73 % 

Brand 51,59 % 

Eco-System 46,83 % 

Customisation 50 % 

Opinions towards security (respondents who agreed or strongly agreed with the 

statement) 

Fully secured 43,66 % 

Partially secured 39,68 % 

Not secured at all 38,39 % 
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Table 7. Customers opinion towards app distribution  

Opinion towards app distribution (respondents, who agree or strongly agree with 

the statement) 

I have a typical pack of mobile apps 

which I use daily. If those apps are 

available for the Mobile OS - I am 

happy. 

60,32 % 

I regularly check new apps and games. 

If there is not enough content for the 

Mobile OS, I probably will not use it. 

32,54 %  

I use pre-installed apps and rarely 

download something which is not al-

ready installed on the phone. The num-

ber of available apps does not matter to 

me. 

31,75 % 

 

 

Exactly 55 respondents never migrated from their preferable MOS.  Many people skipped 

this question or did not provide any suitable answer. 12 respondents switched from IOS to 

Android, and 13 changed to IOS.  Table 8 shows all the data received from this question. 

 
Table 8. "Migration" table 

"Migration" table from one MOS to another 

Never migrated From Android to 

iOS 

From IOS to An-

droid 

Not answered 

55 13 12 46 

 

There were no significant differences between what kind of smartphones different genders 

use. More than 70 percent of both females and male respondents used Android. There 

were no significant differences between feature rankings in terms of genders. For both 

males and females, MOS, design and brand were the most critical aspects in their buying 

decisions. More females agreed that privacy was the essential part of the Mobile OS - 

53,45 percent for male respondents and 67,21 percent for female respondents.  
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4.4 Analysis 

Survey shows that majority of the respondents who participated in this survey were using 

Android devices. According to statistics, worldwide share between IOS and Android are 

24,98 percent for IOS and 74,44 percent for Android (StatCounter, 2020). The dominant 

position of Android is due to the considerable OEM's support and smartphones with lower 

prices compared to IOS phones. 

 

My hypothesis about the importance of MOS in buying behaviour of customers was par-

tially proved by the fact that it was rated as the second most crucial aspect when buying a 

smartphone. The only more important factor for buyers was design, which is understanda-

ble because smartphones design has not evolved significantly in almost a decade. Only a 

year ago tech-giants like Samsung, Huawei and Motorola introduced a new form factor of 

foldable smartphones.  

 

Readers of AndroidAuthority also proved design importance. This resource shared the re-

sults of the poll about the importance of the design in smartphones, which was answered 

by 877 respondents. 85,97 percent of respondents said that design was necessary, while 

37,97 percent saying that it is one of their top-priorities in buying a new smartphone. 

(Westenberg, 2020) 

 

Privacy and performance were the two most essential features of MOS, and the majority 

of the respondents also answered that they fully-believe in the security of their 

smartphones. Nonetheless, in the results of my survey, some users might not be aware of 

the status of their phone's security. It comes due to some respondents agreeing with con-

tradicting statements.  

 

One of the very recent studies proposed a model, which counted how many users were 

aware of the security and privacy of their smartphones and also introduced a level of 

awareness. In their research, 3,424 respondents answered questions about several as-

pects of their smartphone use. They concluded that on average, 60 percent of people are 

not aware of the level of the security of their smartphones, and only 50 percent are aware 

of their security on 9,49 percent level. (Ali, Rahman, & Jahan, 2019)  

 

It might be the answer to a mixed response to the question regarding security awareness 

in my survey. 
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In order to adapt the Crackberry's pyramid, I summarised all the responses received from 

this survey and put it into the pyramid of MOS needs. Instead of digesting all the aspects 

of smartphone values to the customer, I added the results from my survey regarding the 

importance of smartphone features. More specifically, I focused on the values of MOS for 

the customer. As a result, in the pyramid shown in Figure 10 – the basic need for all cus-

tomers is the performance of the OS without which all other needs will not be fulfilled. 

Other parts of the pyramid are put according to survey results. 

 

 

Figure 10. Smartphone MOS needs; adapted from Crackberry's theory of smartphone 

needs 

 

Last open-ended question was about changing one MOS for another. People who 

changed Android for IOS decided to do so because they felt that it is faster and better 

looking. Respondents who changed IOS for Android did so because they saw better value 

for price and more adaptability to each user's needs.  

 

Another source regarding this issue comes from PCMag. They asked 2,500 US respond-

ents about the reasons behind their change of MOS. Initially, they found out that 71 per-

cent of the respondents never switched to another OS, 11 percent migrated from IOS to 

Android and 18 percent in the other direction. 47 percent of respondents who moved from 

Android to IOS claim that they received better UX with the change while only 30 percent of 

IOS-Android movers said the same. One of the critical reasons for the change was prices 

for smartphones – 29 percent of" IOS to Android" movers stated that they saved money 

with that change. (Griffith, 2018) 
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My research has the same tendencies, compared to research made by PCMag. Users 

rarely switch to their preferred MOS. In case they decide to make a switch, as a typical 

example of dissonance-reducing buying behaviour mentioned in my theoretical 

framework, they justify it with better opinions towards overall user experience or better 

value for money.  

 

Following the results of this survey and all materials above, let us put some topics which 

will be somehow influential for the development of the MOS's. In the next chapter, I invite 

the reader to a discussion on specific issues which customers or companies are facing 

now or may face in the future.  
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5 Discussion & reflection  

In this final chapter of this thesis, I summarise all the information from previous chapters, 

give topics for discussion for the reader which will inevitably influence the development of 

MOS's and give my reflection on writing this thesis. 

5.1 Reflection on research results and theoretical framework 

In my case-study, I reviewed cases of Blackberry, Nokia, and Microsoft. Their examples 

gave me the image of what were the reasons why OEM’s neglected supporting their 

software.  

 

In the case of Nokia, I identified that giving the customer a pleasant user experience by 

providing easily accessible user-interface and adapting MOS is one of the first things 

company should be worried about. By rushing the development process and using 

underdeveloped software, Nokia buried themselves as a leading phone manufacturer.  

 

Microsoft’s case proved that investing a tremendous amount of money in software devel-

opment and buying one of the largest phone manufacturing companies does not guaran-

tee success. Unattractive licensing regulations and the policy of donating Microsoft’s 

funds only to Nokia made Windows Phone unpopular choice for phone manufacturers, 

which then led to a small percentage of non-Nokia Windows Phone smartphones. Addi-

tionally, software developers were not that interested in developing applications for the OS 

which user-base was not big enough.  

 

Finally, Blackberry’s case showed that the company needs to find a balance between their 

philosophy and market trends. Executives of the Blackberry brand were too focused on 

selling smartphones for business customers, with the same design and features. Moreo-

ver, even when they were producing the most secured smartphones at a time, they aban-

doned the opportunity to gain money on selling user data and advertisements built-in the 

MOS.  

 

Google managed to capitalize very successfully on selling their services and applications, 

but the key reason why Android remains as the only viable choice for OEM’s is its custom-

izability. Since the introduction of Android, there was no single company which presented 

something radically different. Thanks to its flexibility, Android will remain as the only global 

licensed MOS for the next 5-10 years.   
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A good example of sticking to the company’s philosophy is Apple’s IOS. Subjectively, Ap-

ple designed the best possible user-interface in 2007 and since then, kept improving it. 

The power of exclusivity and brand enforces iPhone sales and makes them the only alter-

native for Android. 

Web-survey which I executed confirms that. Even though the majority of respondents 

agreed that their smartphones are secured, people generally do not have a clear under-

standing of which parts of their smartphones are secured and which are not. To put it 

simply, customers have general knowledge about which data they provide and how their 

MOS secures their data.  

 

Surprisingly for me, the brand was the most important part of a customer’s buying deci-

sion. This could be explained with the customer’s trust and loyalty towards one manufac-

turer, which fulfils all their needs in smartphone design, performance, and other aspects. It 

can be said that some customers do not have the knowledge or care enough about such 

aspects as camera, battery, MOS and base their buying decision on a trusted brand. At 

the same time, I proved that MOS is one of the major aspects of their buying decision as 

well.  

 

All the mentioned parts of my research solidify the argument that smartphone buying is re-

lated to dissonance-reducing buying behaviour. This model fits perfectly to this research 

and can be used in other kinds of studies which relate to smartphones buying desicion. 

Due to the small number of differences between smartphones and low price of the pur-

chase - customers base their buying decision on a few arguments, but highly involved in 

the comparison of different brands and manufacturers. 

 

Kevin Crackberry’s pyramid of smartphone needs was introduced in 2009. At a time, when 

there were 4 to 5 companies which were competing in developing their software. At that 

time, this pyramid significantly contributed to assessing how different smartphones fulfilled 

the customer’s needs. Today, it remains as one of the best comparative models for 

smartphone comparisons, but due to technological advancements and overall adaption of 

Android, making a well-performing smartphone, which software and hardware collaborate 

nicely, is not as hard as it was in the 2000s. It is tough today to find a smartphone from an 

established brand which does not fulfil almost all the needs of Crackberry’s pyramid to 

some extent. Still, due to the factor of different smartphone pricing and exclusive features 

of specific brands, Crackberry’s pyramid remains valid today.  
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To summarise all findings from this research, we get an understanding of how successful 

mobile operating system needs to look like. It has to be easily accessible, provide a typical 

pack of applications which current customers use daily, have a suitable balance of provid-

ing an adequate level of security, explain what kind of user data is shared with third-par-

ties and provide a good value for money. The creation of an entirely new mobile OS is a 

very hard challenge for any possible newcomers. To look on this further, let us dive in on 

the discussion of how the future of mobile operating systems might look like. 

 

5.2 Future of MOS development 

As we have understood, there are only two major companies which are developing their 

mobile operating systems. Since the start of the previous decade, Apple and Google fero-

ciously competed between themselves and with other software developers. The moment 

which determined the future of the smartphone market was when Symbian lost its position 

as leading Mobile OS. After that moment, Android and IOS have not seen any comparable 

competition. Regardless, it does not mean that there were no attempts at entering this du-

opolistic market.  

 

I talked about three competing companies in my case-study, but there were many more 

companies, which tried to enter the smartphone market.  

 

One of the leading Android smartphone makers – Samsung – tried to use alternative Mo-

bile OS called Tizen OS. It is still used in Samsung's smartwatches, smart tv's, but it never 

really took off on smartphones. Tizen, just like Android, was open-source software, but 

there were no other mobile vendors who would have supported the platform, beside Sam-

sung. The last smartphones with this OS were sold in India, Russia and some other coun-

tries and were positioned as an ultra-cheap solution for corporate users. (Shcherbakov, 

2019) 

 

Additionally, there was an attempt of adapting Linux-based MOS's for smartphones. First, 

it was LiMo – a foundation of smartphone manufacturers, which was meant to provide 

software for the members of said foundation. The second attempt was Ubuntu Touch – an 

adaptation of the desktop version of Mobile OS with redesigned UI. Both of those projects 

failed but for different reasons. LiMo, in comparison to Android, did not offer a Mobile OS 

but instead offered a kernel, with which manufacturer had to work with to create the user 

interface, apps and other components of the operating system. Ubuntu Touch was a very 

ambitious project which aimed to collect 32 million USD in a month through crowdfunding 

to manufacture smartphones with this MOS. Developers failed to reach this number, and 
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then this project was slowly disbanded. Ubuntu failed to provide new features in compari-

son to Google and Apple, did not have any significant support from OEM's and was closed 

in 2017. (Scherbakov, 2019) 

 

So, how mobile operating systems will develop in the future, considering the minimal com-

petition and inability for the new companies to compete? To be fair, there are not many 

companies which could seriously compete with Google and Apple, considering the size 

and financial capabilities of these firms. Facebook, Amazon and Windows in the US and 

Samsung, Huawei, and Lenovo in Asia. Thanks to current political tensions, one of those 

companies were forced to develop their own MOS.  

 

Currently, governments heavily influence gigantic tech-companies. In 2018 the European 

Commission fined Google 4,3 billion € for illegal practices regarding strengthening the 

dominance of Google search engine. What Google has done is that company has forced 

smartphone vendors to pre-install Google services in order to license Google's Play Store; 

paid global manufacturers like Apple to exclusively pre-install Google search as their de-

fault app/search engine; limiting the development and distribution of Android-based oper-

ating systems. The commission required Google to stop and not ever engage in any men-

tioned practices (EU Commission, 2018).  

 

A similar probe was started against Apple and their App Store policies and Apple Pay sys-

tem (Kelion, 2020). Nonetheless, it is nothing compared to how much attention Apple's 

app distribution policies got after the complaint of one of the leading game developing 

companies. 

 

Epic Games – the creators of Fortnite videogame – filed a lawsuit against Apple, which 

were antitrust and anticompetitive allegations that Apple refuses to provide alternative 

payment methods, besides transactions through App Store which forces third-party devel-

opers to pay 30 % commission to Apple. The same thing happened to Google. It was a 

consequence of removing Fortnite from App Store, and Play Store after Epic Games al-

lowed players to buy in-game currency through their payment system for 20 % cheaper, 

than if they would buy them through Play Store or App Store (Statt, 2020).  

 

Currently, the investigation is still ongoing, and companies such as Spotify and Facebook 

cited with Epic Games and supported their complaints. (Malara & Rana, 2020) 
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Some countries are even trying to find alternative solutions towards "monopoly" on the 

Mobile OS software market. One of such countries as Russia, which officials were con-

cerned over the security of IOS and Android. They funded Jolla, the creators of Sailfish 

mobile OS. In 2018 Nikolay Nikiforov – Minister of telecommunications in Russia – stated 

that the deal is done and now Sailfish can officially be labelled as "Russian Mobile OS" 

(Arguments & Facts, 2018). By the end of 2021, Russian officials expect to transfer 8 mil-

lion members of governmental structures to this platform. (Kommersant, 2018) 

 

To summarise, how these events will influence the development of Mobile OS for custom-

ers and how it will change in the following years?  The world of mobile operating systems 

is a winner-takes-all market. It means that the best performers, which are currently Google 

and Apple, will be the prevalent force on the market and even if any other company can 

enter the market, it will be left with tiny market share compared to these two. (Hayes, 

2020)  

 

Even entering this market, in general, is hard enough task, mainly due to 4 actors of MOS 

development shown on Figure 11, which are connected, rely on each other and work in 

the cycle. (TechAltar, 2017)  

Figure 11. 4 actors of MOS development (TechAltar, 2017) 
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In the development of the MOS, the number of customers, who use this OS is the critical 

aspect which determines how popular will it be among software developers and hardware 

manufacturers. If the OS is used by large user-base, more software developers will be at-

tracted to developing applications for this OS. If more applications are developed than 

hardware manufacturers would choose this OS in the smartphones, they produce since 

they want to target the bigger group of customers. The money, which comes from soft-

ware developers and hardware manufacturers will be used in improving the platform, 

which all actors use in this process. The major actor in this cycle is the critical mass of us-

ers of the OS. After reaching this number, more software developers will recognise the 

platform, which in order will launch this cycle. To achieve that, the company needs tre-

mendous financial power, significant human resources, and cooperation with a massive 

number of soft makers. There is a minimal number of companies which can do that. 

(TechAltar, 2017)  

 

Consequently, if nothing will change, the MOS market will remain a duopoly, with very 

similar patterns to the desktop OS market. Currently, Windows and Mac OS occupy more 

than 90 percent of this market (StatCounter, 2020). These two companies were the only 

ones, which were competing in the consumer market of desktop operating systems.  

 

Another case is if there would be a company, which could try to enter the MOS market 

and compete with Google and Apple. Facebook is developing its OS to reduce its reliance 

on Google services (Porter, 2019). Samsung still has the Tizen OS, which they could po-

tentially continue developing. The most ambitious development, however, is currently be-

ing produced by Huawei. It is called Harmony OS.  

 

5.3 Harmony OS 

On 15 May 2019 president of United States of America Donald Trump issued an executive 

order which commanded complete ban on the use of telecommunications equipment from 

foreign firms which threaten national security. The order did not mention Huawei. Regard-

less, the Department of Commerce created the entity list, which included the companies 

which are de-facto banned from working in the US. Huawei was on this list. It did not only 

mean that Huawei could not sell any of their products on the territory of USA, but it also 

meant that all partnerships which American companies might have with Huawei have to 

be terminated. (White House, 2020)  

 

Google was one of the first companies which responded to this order. On 19 May 2019, 

they confirmed that they would comply with the issued document by cutting off Huawei 
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from every digital product owned by Google. It meant that all smartphones and tablets re-

leased after 19 May would not get Google services, will be unverified and will not be sup-

ported by Google. Huawei practically lost a pack of applications, services and products 

used by millions of users around the world. (Brown C. S., 2020)    

 

After the ban, several tech companies, despite cutting off business relationships with 

Huawei, supported them, commenting on how big the company is and the damage of this 

issue might bring to US companies. Nonetheless, the damage has been done, and 

Huawei was left with pure Android and no alternatives to work with. (Brown C. S., 2020) 

 

At this point, we must take a look why Huawei was imposed to such sanctions and why it 

is possibly the only company, which might be able to compete with Google and Apple in 

terms of software development. To start with – Huawei is the largest provider of network 

equipment in the world with more than 190,000 employees around the world. At the begin-

ning of this year, Brand Finance ranked Huawei as 10th most valuable brand of 2020. De-

spite all limitations Huawei had to face, it managed to sustain their positions as second-

largest smartphone manufacturer. (Huawei, 2020) 

 

On the other side, Huawei was accused continuously of having security breaches, that 

might be used for cyber-attacks or Chinese espionage. In the early 2000s, Huawei was 

suspected of spying in India, Britain, US, claiming intellectual property, having vulnerabili-

ties that might be exploited by hackers or other entities. (Staff, 2006)  

 

Additionally, there are constant debates over whom Huawei belongs to. Officially, Huawei 

positions itself as a company owned by the employees. Currently, the ownership scheme 

looks like this: Huawei Technologies is wholly owned by the holding company Huawei In-

vestment & Holding, which, in turn, has two owners. One of them is Ren Zhengfei, the 

founder of the company; he owns 1.14% of the shares. The remaining 98.86% belongs to 

an organisation called Huawei Investment & Holding Trade Union Committee. Employees 

own only "virtual shares" - they give the right to receive part of the profit before the termi-

nation of the employment contract, but cannot be sold and do not give the right to partici-

pate in the management of the company. In other words, Huawei is not "employee-

owned" company they claim to be. (Balding & Clarke, 2019, 2-6)   

 

Of course, Huawei denies every accusation it receives by expressing the lack of evidence. 

Frankly, to this day, there is no public evidence that Huawei spied, hacked, or somehow 

influenced any other countries or companies via their equipment, software, or technolo-

gies.  
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There might be many debates over whom Huawei belongs to, how damaging their prod-

ucts can be in terms of security and privacy. However, there is a simple fact: Huawei is 

the gigantic enterprise, capable of mass production of any type of IT products, possessing 

tremendous human resources and being the most popular smartphone brand in China 

(Counterpoint, 2020).  

 

Being number one in China, and number two worldwide gives very comprehensive capa-

bilities for innovation and room for software development. The dispute over who loses 

more on Huawei ban – Huawei, which lost access to Google verification and services – or 

Google, which lost a considerable amount of money which Huawei was paying as licens-

ing fees – has the right to exist—especially considering that US government might have 

created the most ambitious competitor for Android in the form of Harmony OS. 

 

On 9 August 2019 Huawei unveiled the first version of Harmony OS, which meant to be 

used in smart-TVs, smart wearables, and cars. It could also run on smartphones and tab-

lets, but Richard Yu – Executive director of Huawei – said it could easily replace Android 

as a leading operating system in Huawei's gadgets if tensions between Huawei and US 

will not settle down (GSMArena, 2019). One year later, Harmony OS is announced to be 

tested, replacing Android in Huawei smartphones (GSMArena, 2020). 

 

What is Harmony OS? In general, it is new, completely different from Android, Mobile OS 

with an outstanding level of flexibility in terms of adapting this software to different kinds of 

hardware. This MOS could be used practically anywhere, from smartphones, smart wear-

ables, and tablets, to kitchen appliances, cars and speakers. Huawei focuses on seam-

less integration of their software on multiple kinds of devices and advertises smooth col-

laboration of all gadgets run on Harmony OS. (Chen C. , 2020)  

 

Currently, there is no information on how this OS looks in terms of UI on smartphones. 

Beta-testing is planned to start in December this year, and by 2021, Huawei might start 

releasing smartphones for sale on Harmony OS. (Brown C. , 2020) 

 

Application development for this platform is one of the most challenging aspects of adopt-

ing this OS for the consumer market. Even though Celia Chen writes that the process of 

adapting Android apps for the Harmony OS takes "one-two days", developers first need to 

be attracted to this platform by the user-base which is large enough even to consider de-

veloping anything for Harmony OS. (Chen C. , 2020)  
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Additionally, criticism that Huawei endured for the last 20 years is not going anywhere. 

Customers need to be convinced in their data's safety and privacy. Additionally, in order to 

make this OS global, they have to work with developers from other countries which they 

started doing recently. For instance, Huawei announced that they would cooperate with 

1500 software staff members from Russia. (Doffman, 2020) 

 

To summarise, entering the Mobile OS market is very hard. There might be a valid stand-

point that due to specifics of this market, there are no real chances that even tech-giant 

like Huawei, given limitations that it was forced to meet with, can popularise this platform 

in China, let alone outside of Asia. Limitations, like cutting off any business deals with 

even non-American hardware manufacturers, will inevitably force Huawei to turn to local 

hardware providers. Even then, if local hardware chipmakers will partially use any Ameri-

can technologies, they would need to be licensed by the US first (McGregor, 2020).  Now, 

why this project has any chances of being successful?  

 

There are different opinions towards Harmony OS and its potential for competing with IOS 

and Android. Simon Baker – the program director for mobile phones and consumer de-

vices at IDC EMEA – states that presentation of Harmony OS is admitting that ban, im-

posed by the US, the damaged value of Huawei-produced gadgets outside of China. At 

the same time, if the Chinese government would have supported Huawei's platform and 

started implementing it on a national level. The Chinese government would need to attract 

the other Chinese large smartphone brands such as OnePlus, Xiaomi, Oppo and Vivo, 

which still were not imposed by any US sanctions. It is possible due to “Made in China 

2025” country plan to get more technically independent. Nevertheless, considering that it 

is hard enough by itself, the political climate which dictates this trade war does not seem 

to get better. 2020 US elections, regardless of the winner, will not ease up the sanctions 

Huawei faced (Baker, 2020). 

 

A recent survey executed by Android Authority which was answered by 2687 respondents 

shows that more than 83,47 per cent of Huawei branded smartphone users would con-

sider ditching Android for Harmony OS (Walker, 2020).  

 

It should be stated that if Huawei decided to integrate Harmony OS on already existing 

Huawei smartphones, it would be possible to do it (Dassanayake, 2020). 

 

Subjectively, entering mobile OS market in 2010, when Symbian was the dominant plat-

form, and there was the number of different firms which were competing between each 

other, was much more manageable, than it is now, with two established leaders. Google 
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built eco-system of their services and products, and as we can see from research and sur-

veys which were suggested in this thesis, customers rarely switch between their preferred 

platforms. However, my point is that if Huawei would not be able to develop and engineer 

the MOS, with their resources both in software development and in R&D, then the tiny 

number of companies will ever be able to.   

5.4 Reflection on writing this thesis 

The story of coming up with the idea for this thesis started occurring to me in the middle of 

2019. In the final moments of the spring semester at Haaga-Helia University of Applied 

Sciences, I asked one of my coordinators who have supported and guided me along with 

my studies – Yucel Ger – how do I prepare for writing a thesis and when should I decide 

on the topic which thesis will be about. It was a time when I already studied in Haaga-He-

lia for one-and-a-half years, so I was in the middle of my studies. He told me that I could 

start coming up with the ideas for my thesis during the summer. So, I started doing just 

that. I decided for myself that the period of thesis writing would be the Autumn semester of 

2020. I had several scenarios about what kind of thesis would it be, and I outlined two 

scenarios.  

 

The first scenario included thesis commissioner and a cooperative project which I would 

work on together with him. The second scenario was my own thesis, written based on my 

individual interests. As of January 2020, I planned to find my thesis coordinator in the 

summer of 2020. Personally, I would love to work with any company, which would relate 

to sales & IT. Then, COVID-19 happened.  

 

I had to travel back to my hometown by the end of March since Haaga-Helia was going 

locked down for quarantine and I had to think about how would I write my thesis because, 

obviously, the chance of finding a commissioner during the global pandemic would not be 

that high. 

 

There were two topics which I would be motivated the most to write about. First – is the 

one that you are currently reading right now. The second topic was related to banking and 

debt substitutions for small and middle-sized organizations. After some consultations with 

one of the Branding course coordinators – Anna Vähäsalo – I have made up my mind. 

 

Initially, this thesis would have been probably longer by 20-30 pages. I was planning to 

cover every Mobile OS starting from Apple Newton, including Palm OS and other software 

which came out more than 15 years ago. The problem was that I could not define the 
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clear goal of why I would write that amount of material, besides loving to dig in old geeky 

tales about technologies of the past. 

 

Thanks to my thesis coordinator – Marika Alhonen – she defined the focus, which I should 

follow by reminding me that I am studying business administration and international sales 

and marketing. From that moment, I decided to cut off all the technical details which aver-

age user of a smartphone would even be interested in and prioritized writing about MOS 

from the perspective of the customer. Both B2C and B2B. 

 

Starting with my choice of companies for the case study – I believe that examples of 

Nokia, Blackberry and Microsoft are very demonstrative. Even if the company had the big-

gest market share like Nokia did, even if the company designed the most secure 

smartphones which Blackberry had, and even if you are the biggest software company in 

the world like Microsoft was and still is – the mobile market is driven by simplicity of the 

product and emotions customers experience in the process of using the device. Further-

more, these three companies did not manage to provide positive ones by the end of the 

lifecycle of their mobile software.  

 
One of the biggest problems during the times of the pandemic was the primary data col-

lection method. I did not know how I would gather enough responses to analyse the data if 

I could not even leave my flat. When I found the Zoho platform, I instantly start checking 

the clarity of the data they provided from their research-panels. I had suspicions that the 

respondents who will be receiving my survey would be bots, but after I received all the re-

sponses, I understood that all the responses were valid. At the same time, I identified my 

biggest mistake - I should have created a Russian version of the web-survey. I believe 

that the data quality would be higher, and the answers which I received would be more ev-

ident. To my mind, this is the weakest part of my research. 

 

In the discussion part, I wanted to bring up recent themes, which I believe were the most 

important for the development of Mobile OS. With expanding mobile market and raising 

concerns over user’s data safety and privacy – the political and governmental involvement 

in the development of MOS’s became evidently clear. This involvement is only getting big-

ger in the future, and the projects like Harmony OS might be the first of a kind, which 

emerged with the help of the government. Overall, I believe that I could have done this 

thesis better, especially in designing the web survey and getting primary data. Nonethe-

less, I am satisfied with the result which I got, considering all circumstances I faced while 

writing this paper. I believe that I tried my hardest to provide accurate material, including 

as less personal value judgement as possible. In my theoretical framework, I provided the 
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key models which I thought were the most suitable for this kind of research. I would grade 

myself 3,0 as my personal evaluation for this paper. 
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Appendix  

Survey questions: 

 

What is your gender? 

a) Male 

b) Female 

c) Other 

d) Prefer not to say 

What smartphone are you using at the moment? 

a) Android 

b) iPhone 

c) Other (please specify) 
What age group are you belong to? 

a) 18-24 

b) 25-34 

c) 35-44 

d) 45-54 

e) 55-75 

Rate the following aspects of your smartphone by importance: the higher the num-

ber, the more influential the feature is (ranking question) 

a) Mobile Operating System 

b) Design 

c) Brand 

d) Hardware 

e) Camera 

f) Battery Life 

g) Price 

Why Mobile Operating System is essential to you? (Likert scale question) 

a) Privacy – I prefer to trust my data to the developers, who care about the privacy of 

their users more than the competitors 

b) Performance – I do not want to use a device which lags, stutters and does not 

work properly 

c) Customisation – I want to be able to customise the user interface, icons, how do I 

interact with my phone and control all aspects of the user's experience 

d) Exclusive features – I believe that Mobile Operating System which I use has exclu-

sive features which still do not have any alternatives and which I consider signifi-

cant 
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e) Eco-system – I have other devices which operate on the same Mobile Operating 

System or collaborate perfectly (tablet, laptop, smartwatch) 

f) Brand – I like the products my favourite tech-brand produces, and I buy them 

Do you believe that your Mobile Operating System secures your data and keeps it 

private? (Likert scale question) 

a) I feel that my data secured and no one without my consent, even developers of 

this OS, have access to it 

b) I feel that the Mobile Operating System installed on my phone is more secure in 

comparison to competitor's, but not fully-secured, providing some data to third par-

ties 

c) I do not think that the Mobile Operating System which I am using is secure at all, 

my data is being sent to several companies and organisations for multiple pur-

poses 

Is the number of apps which you download through your app distributor (App 

Store, Google Play) matter to you? (Likert scale question) 

a) Yes, I regularly check new apps and games. If there are not enough apps on the 

Mobile OS, I will not use it. 

b) I have a typical pack of mobile apps which I use daily. If those apps are available 

on the Mobile OS - I am happy.  

c) I use pre-installed apps and rarely download something which is not already in-

stalled on the phone. Several available apps do not matter to me. 

Have you "migrated" from one Mobile OS to another (from Android to IOS, or the 

other way around)? If yes, what were the reasons behind your choice? (Open-ended 

question) 

 


